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How can the handsome, congenial Mr. Smith be the same man who terrorizes Phoenix and her sister?

Should you get into the car of someone you barely know? Hard to resist when the driver is Jessup Smith, the best-looking teacher in school. That night, he drives sixteen-year-old Phoenix and her little sister Sasha—both brilliant misfits—home. A few days later, their mother, Erika, lets herself be seduced by Mr. Smith. Not long after, he’s moving in, filling the empty space left by Phoenix and Sasha’s father, who left the family without warning last summer.

At first, Mr. Smith seems too good to be true. He can be a little strict and controlling, sure, but nothing to worry about. Until it begins: first a kick, then a slap. Soon Phoenix is descending into a violent nightmare, afraid of making the least mistake and desperate to protect her little sister. As Phoenix and Sasha feel their world closing in, help may come from an unexpected place.

Nastasia Rugani is a French author who has written two previous books for children. About Phoenix is her first novel for young adults. She lives near Paris, France.
Imagine a world without prisons, lawyers, or courtrooms—where justice is done.

What if there were no prisons? Alternative approaches to dealing with crime are underway around the world to explore how victims, offenders, and communities can heal rifts and repair damage. It’s often called restorative justice. It’s a way to think about the deeper reasons behind crimes, and suggests that by building more caring communities, it’s possible to change society—and ourselves.

Making It Right relates true stories of young people who are working in innovative ways to further conflict resolution and heal past wounds. The book begins with individual injustices, such as bullying, and works up to collective ones, like wars. Each chapter begins with a dramatic fictional account, making the topic engaging and relevant for kids.

Restorative justice isn’t going to change the world overnight, nor will it end all crime or prevent all wars. But it’s a powerful way to get teens thinking about how they can participate in building a more peaceful society.

Marilee Peters has her MA in English Literature and a Masters in Library Science. She works as a Communications Officer and Magazine Editor. She lives in Vancouver, BC.

By the same author:

“... reads like a thriller, with gripping accounts of how these diseases affected people.”
—School Library Journal

“... the mysterious nature of unexplained epidemics is perfectly captured ...”
—Kirkus Reviews

978-1-55451-670-4 paper $14.95
978-1-55451-671-1 hardcover $24.95

September 2016
Non-fiction / Ages 13+ / Grades 8+
136 pages, further reading, bibliography, glossary
6” x 8”

paper $14.95 CDN / $12.95 US
978-1-55451-809-8

hardcover $22.95
978-1-55451-810-4

Rights available: World excluding U.S.A. & Canada
In many countries around the world, universal access to education is a seemingly unattainable dream; however, determined individuals with vision and drive have made this dream come true for many.

*Fight to Learn* highlights people such as Okello, a former child soldier in Uganda, who founded a school for children like him whose education was derailed by war; Chicago teen Deonte Tanner, who changed one high school’s culture from guns and gangs to talking and learning; Shannen Koostachin, a feisty 13-year-old Cree whose fight for the right of First Nations children to have proper schools endured even after her untimely death.

The uplifting stories of people who were undeterred in their fight to bring education to children will leave young readers with excellent models of how to mobilize support when fighting for a cause you believe in.

Laura Scandiffio is the author of many non-fiction books for young readers, including the award-winning *People Who Said No* and *Outlaws, Spies, and Gangsters*. She lives in Toronto, ON.

By the same author:

- *Eureka Gold Award, California Reading Association*
- *Skipping Stones Honor Award*
- *Independent Publishers Book Award*

“...riveting reading, as well as excellent starting points for research and discussions about civil disobedience, ethics and morality.”

—Kirkus Reviews

By the same author:

- *People Who Said No* 978-1-55451-382-6 paper $14.95
  978-1-55451-383-3 hardcover $24.95

---

*FIGHT TO LEARN*

*The Struggle to Go to School*

by Laura Scandiffio

The heroic efforts of people fighting for children’s right to an education.
BAD GIRLS OF FASHION
Style Rebels From Cleopatra to Lady Gaga
by Jennifer Croll
illustrated by Ada Buchholc

Clothes make the woman—and can change the world.

The title says it all; Bad Girls of Fashion explores the lives of ten famous women who have used clothing to make a statement, break rules, attract power, or express their individuality. Some of the famous women featured are Marie Antoinette, Coco Chanel, Madonna, and Lady Gaga, all of whom changed the world’s perceptions of how women should—or could—act. Sidebar subjects include: Elizabeth I, Marilyn Monroe, and Rihanna.

Photos illuminate the text, while edgy, vividly colored illustrations depict the subjects with interpretive flair. Readers will learn not only about changing fashion styles through history, but about changing historical attitudes toward women. The links between fashion and art, film, music, politics, and feminism are also explored. With an energetic, appealing writing style, Croll demonstrates how through the ages, women—often without other means of power—have used fashion as a tool, and how their influence continues to shape the way women present themselves today.

Jennifer Croll is the author of Fashion That Changed the World and has written for magazines including NYLON, Adbusters, and Dazed and Confused. She lives in Vancouver, BC.

Ada Buchholc is a Polish illustrator whose clients around the world include New Republic, Little White Lies, and enRoute.

Of similar interest:

Praise for the first edition:

“Graydon will make readers laugh as well as think about the issues.” —Booklist, starred review

“This fabulously educational and informative book should be required reading for all teens.” —VOYA

978-1-55451-666-7 paper $16.95
978-1-55451-667-4 hardcover $26.95

September 2016
Non-fiction / Ages 12+ / Grades 7+
208 pages, photos and illustrations, bibliography, index, further reading
7¼” x 9”

paper $16.95 CDN / $14.95 US
978-1-55451-785-5

hardcover $24.95
978-1-55451-786-2

Rights available: World excluding U.S.A. & Canada
Cleanliness is next to godliness. At least that was the point of view espoused by John Wesley in 18th century England. But accounts of people bathing go back to the Bronze Age in the Indus Valley.

All the Dirt on Getting Clean is a lively, informative exploration of the evolution of personal hygiene. Starting with a number of myths about cleanliness, the author gives a quick overview of the topic. Throughout most of history, people rejected the notion of keeping clean, with some exceptions—the ancient Romans were obsessive about it. Readers will discover how the definition of cleanliness in one part of the world may differ radically from another. In Zimbabwe, for example, cleanliness means coating your washed body with a mixture of oil and dirt!

There is just enough of a gross factor that young readers will find the book as entertaining as it is enlightening. Colorful spreads, lots of sidebars, humorous illustrations, and photos make it ideal for browsing as well as reading in depth.

KATHERINE ASHENBURG writes for a wide variety of publications, including the New York Times, The Walrus, and Toronto Life. She is the author of three non-fiction books for adults, including The Dirt on Clean. She lives in Toronto, ON.

CAPUCINE MAZILLE graduated from the Royal Art School in the Hague and has exhibited in Holland, Switzerland, and France. Though originally from Holland, she lives in the north of France.

Of similar interest:

★ Best Books for Children List, Science Books & Films
★ Eureka! Children's Book Award, Silver

“...probably the best book on the history and science of familiar food to have been published for kids in recent years.” —School Library Journal

978-1-55451-392-5 paper $14.95
978-1-55451-393-2 hardcover $22.95

October 2016
Non-fiction / Ages 10–14 / Grades 5–9
108 pages, full-color photos and illustrations, index, bibliography
6¼" x 9"

paper $14.95 CDN / $12.95 US
978-1-55451-789-3

hardcover $19.95
978-1-55451-790-9

No rights available
THE GREAT NUMBER RUMBLE
REVISED AND UPDATED
A Story of Math in Surprising Places
by Cora Lee and Gillian O’Reilly
illustrated by Lil Crump

“…a gold mine for places in our lives in which mathematical ideas are ‘surprisingly hidden.’”
—CM Magazine

Math can show up in the most unlikely places! When the schools in Jeremy’s town ban math, all the kids cheer, all except his friend Sam, a self-proclaimed mathnik, who sets out to prove that math is not only important, but fun. Running parallel to the fictional narrative are informative sidebars that discuss the weird, puzzling, and amusing aspects of mathematics. Some topics covered are math in nature, art, music, magic and tricks, crime solving, and sports.

First published in 2007, this revised edition features more visual elements, simplified explanations of the more advanced topics, and updated information including computer animation and algorithms. New artwork by Lil Crump brings the pages to life with lively cartoons, while photographs illustrate key concepts. The dynamic layout invites even math-phobic readers to dive in.

Cora Lee is a scientific writer for the biopharmaceutical and medical device industries. She also writes about science for kids and encourages girls to stay in STEM (science, technology, engineering and math). She lives in Vancouver, BC.

Gillian O’Reilly is a freelance writer and editor and is the author of Slangalicious: Where We Got That Crazy Lingo. She lives in Toronto, ON.

Lil Crump is the illustrator of DNA Detective. Her art has appeared in magazines and gallery shows, as well as on cards, posters, and games. She lives in St. Margaret’s Bay, NS.

By the same authors:
★ Science in Society Book Award, Honorable Mention

“...introduces a complicated field of study in a lighthearted way.”
—Kirkus Reviews

“...a great introduction to an esoteric subject.”
—Resource Links

978-1-55451-184-6 paper $14.95
978-1-55451-185-3 hardcover $24.95
November 1940. One hundred and sixty Jewish children, forced by the Nazis to leave their orphanage, walk through the streets of Warsaw. They are heartbroken, but led by Doctor Korczak, their beloved director, the children are defiantly joyful. Their new home is in the ghetto where day by day, more people arrive. Some are forced to live on the street and freeze to death. Others die of disease and starvation. Though they lack food, warmth, and freedom, the children’s spirits are sustained by the devotion of “Mister Doctor.”

But the Jewish children will never grow up: in August 1942, they board the train that will carry them to the death camps. Offered his freedom, Doctor Korczak refuses to abandon the children and proudly joins them on their last journey.

This profoundly moving picture book allows young readers to meet the remarkable man whose humanity and bravery still stand as a glimmer of light in one of history’s darkest periods.

Irène Cohen-Janca is a multi-award-winning author who has published many novels and picture books for children. She lives in France.

Maurizio A.C. Quarello is an Italian illustrator of more than 30 children’s books published across Europe. His work has won several awards and has been exhibited in galleries in France and the U.S.

Of similar interest:

★ USBBY Outstanding International Book Honor List

“This novel … [allows] children to learn some grim realities without annihilating their sense of hope …”
—Kirkus Reviews

978-1-55451-658-2 paper $12.95
978-1-55451-659-9 hardcover $21.95

Rights available: World English excluding U.S.A. & Canada
Mr. Fox ‘devours’ books—literally!

Meet Mr. Fox, who loves books so much that every time he finishes one, he eats it (with a little salt and pepper, of course)! His insatiable appetite drives him to seek more and more books, until one day, he discovers the local library, where he can “devour” books to his heart’s content. Eventually, the librarian catches him “sampling” from the collection and bans him from the library.

Down on his luck, the crafty Mr. Fox must find other ways to satisfy his cravings. His attempt to rob the local bookstore, however, ends badly. Arrested for stealing, Mr. Fox lands in jail, where he discovers a surprising way to satisfy his literary cravings (and become rich and famous).

With its deft combination of humor and whimsy, and bright, edgy artwork, *The Fox Who Ate Books* is a tongue-in-cheek approach to promote a love of books and reading. The ever-inventive, wily Mr. Fox is the perfect anti-hero whose antics are guaranteed to make young readers laugh, while the play on words will delight older children.

**FRANZISKA BIERMANN** is an award-winning, bestselling author, illustrator, and graphic designer from Hamburg, Germany.
TO BURP OR NOT TO BURP
A Guide to Your Body in Space

by Dr. Dave Williams and Loredana Cunti

Find out what happens to your body in space—
from someone who’s been there.

Of all the questions astronauts are asked by kids, the most frequent one is “How do you go to the toilet in space?” This book not only answers that question, but many others about the effect of zero gravity on the human body: How do you brush your hair in space? What happens when you sweat? What does food taste like? The best thing is that the answers are provided by someone who speaks from first-hand experience: Dr. Dave Williams, a NASA astronaut who has accomplished three space walks.

Using age-appropriate language, this book explains the different phenomena that astronauts encounter during a mission. The bright, colorful pages, short blocks of text accompanied by photos (many of which were taken by Dr. Dave during his space missions), and humorous illustrations make this a very attractive choice for young readers. The opening message from Dr. Dave empowers kids to follow his example by believing in themselves and following their dreams.

DR. DAVE WILLIAMS is a Canadian astronaut who participated in spaceflights aboard two NASA space shuttles; he also became an aquanaut at the world’s only underwater research laboratory. Dr. Williams is currently the CEO of a hospital just outside Toronto.

LOREDANA CUNTI is a specialist in children’s entertainment and a former Senior Vice President of Children’s Programming at Universal Pictures. She has developed a number of book-based characters for television including Geronimo Stilton, Pink Panther, and most recently, George Green by Stephen and Lucy Hawking. To Burp or Not to Burp is her first book. She lives in Toronto, ON.
A captivating story that shows the resourcefulness of poverty-stricken children around the world.

In some unnamed town in Latin America, Pablo and his sister spend every day at “Treasure Mountain,” the local dump. There, they rummage through the mounds of garbage looking for items that their mother can sell in order to provide food for the family. Occasionally, they find a “real” treasure like some still-edible food or a picture book which Pablo delights in, even though he can’t read.

The work is exhausting, and sometimes not very lucrative, but the worst thing they have to contend with is Filthy-Face, a brutish bully who steals the finds of all the children. But one day, Pablo discovers a real treasure: a gold chain. Will he be able to keep it from falling into the hands of Filthy-Face? Simply written with highly expressive illustrations, this book brings home the reality of child poverty around the world.

Andrée Poulin is the award-winning author of over 30 books for young readers, including La plus grosse poutine du monde (The Biggest Poutine in the World), winner of the 2014 TD Canadian Children’s Literature Award, French language. She lives in Gatineau, Quebec.

Isabelle Malenfant has illustrated more than a dozen children’s books, for which she has won a number of awards. She lives in Montreal, Quebec.

Of similar interest:

★ Horace Mann Book Awards Honor Book
“A heartwarming story…”
—School Library Journal
978-1-55037-370-7 paper $11.95
LILA AND THE CROW
written and illustrated by Gabrielle Grimard

Lila is bullied because of her dark skin, but the crows have a solution for that!

Lila has just moved to a new town and can’t wait to make friends at school. But on the first day, a boy points at her and shouts: “A crow! A crow! The new girl’s hair is black like a crow!” Lila’s heart grows as heavy as a stone.

The next day, Lila covers her hair. But this time, the boy points at her dark skin. When she covers her face, he mocks her dark eyes. Now every day at school, Lila hides under her turtleneck, dark glasses, and hat. And every day when she goes home, she sees a crow that seems to want to tell her something. Lila ignores the bird and even throws rocks at it, but it won’t go away.

Meanwhile, the great autumn festival is approaching. While the other kids prepare their costumes, Lila is sadder and lonelier than ever. At her lowest point of despair, a magical encounter with the crow opens Lila’s eyes to the beauty of being different, and gives her the courage to proudly embrace her true self.

GABRIELLE GRIMARD has illustrated over 30 picture books, including When I Was Eight and Not My Girl. This is her first book as both author and illustrator. She lives in Quebec, Canada.

By the same illustrator:

★ USBBY Outstanding International Book Honor List
★ Storytelling World Award
★ Skipping Stones Honor Award

“Another compelling version of an inspiring story.” ——Kirkus Reviews, *starred review

978-1-55451-624-7 paper $9.95
978-1-55451-625-4 hardcover $21.95
It’s the first day of school and Miss Macintosh is certain about one thing: she isn’t going! As she snuggles back under the covers, the doorbell rings. In comes Mr. Bellweather, the school principal, who assures her that all kindergarten teachers have first day jitters.

Soon, other teachers arrive to help get her out the door. Mrs. Burger, the lunch lady, makes sure she has a good breakfast; Mrs. Sketcher, the art teacher, helps her pick out clothes. Still, Miss Macintosh is anxious. What if she can’t find her class? What if no one likes her?

When she finally stands at the front of her class, she can tell that the children are nervous too. That’s when she comes up with an idea to put everyone at ease—including herself.

A perfect read-aloud to children who may be anxious about school, this book will get them laughing—and reassure them—as they get ready for the big day.

**PEGGY JANOUSKY** has taught at all levels, preschool through college. Her work has appeared in anthologies, as well as several children’s magazines. She lives in a suburb of Orlando, Florida.

Illustrator **MEGHAN LANDS** writes and draws a monthly strip for *Owl Magazine*, as well as pursuing her freelance graphic career as a cartoonist, illustrator, and storyboard artist. She lives in Montreal, Quebec.

Of similar interest:

“*A celebration of independence …*”
—Kirkus Reviews

“… *a charming snapshot of a child ready to learn.*”
—CM Reviews

978-1-55451-703-9 paper $8.95
978-1-55451-704-6 hardcover $19.95
ANGELA’S AIRPLANE
BOARD BOOK

by Robert Munsch
illustrated by Michael Martchenko

A classic Munsch story now available
as a Board Book.

When Angela goes to the airport with her father, he gets “lost.” As
she wanders around looking for him, she sees an empty airplane.
Once inside, she presses one button, then another, until the plane
takes off. Luckily, one of the buttons is for the control tower. Angela
survives the adventure without a scratch. The same can’t be said for
the plane.

One of Robert Munsch’s most popular titles is now available as a
Board Book. With simplified text but all the original illustrations,
Angela’s Airplane Board Book is a wonderful way to engage very
young children in a simple story. Michael Martchenko’s funny illus-
trations and variations in the text colors and positioning make this a
visual treat as well as a favorite story.

ROBERT MUNSCH is one of North America’s bestselling authors of
children’s books.

MICHAEL MARTCHENKO has long been associated
with Robert Munsch’s books; however, he has
also illustrated books by other authors, including
Loris Lesynski. Boy Soup, written by Loris and
illustrated by Michael, was chosen as the 2013
TD Grade One Book Giveaway.

By the same team:

“This Munsch story is still humorous, but with less dialogue
and plot detail.”
—Resource Links

978-1-55451-423-6 board $6.95

September 2016
Board book / Ages 2–4 / Grades Pre-K
24 pages, full color illustrations
6” x 6”

board book $8.99 CDN / $7.99 US
978-1-55451-829-6

Rights available: World excluding U.S.A. & Canada
The amazing innovations of Latin Americans from ancient times to today—Spanish edition now in paperback.

This Spanish version of Latin Americans Thought of It describes the vibrant traditions and innovations that are the result of thousands of years of civilization in Latin America.

Travel from the ancient hidden city of Machu Picchu high in the Andes, past Mayan ruins over 2,000 years old, to the bustling modern cities of São Paulo and Buenos Aires. Along the way, readers will learn about many of Latin America’s contributions to the world: rodeo, carnival, chocolate, coffee, piñata, tango, and salsa, to name only a few. Many of these have become part of the daily lives of people all around the world.

Lo inventaron los latinoamericanos features a rich array of photos along with informative text divided into sections, including:

• Clothing • Architecture • Communication • Arts and Crafts
• Everyday Inventions • Sports.

Kids with a Latin American heritage will look with pride at the numerous innovations that have come to us from that part of the world.

Eva Salinas is a journalist who has worked for the Times of London, the BBC, the Globe and Mail, and the CBC, and is a former editor of the Santiago Times (Chile). She lives in Toronto, ON.
Robert Munsch

North America’s bestselling author is in constant demand, and his books are always popular with young and old alike. Since 1979, over 70 million Munsch books have been sold in almost 20 countries.

For information on available rights, please contact Annick Press.

- Angela’s Airplane
- The Boy in the Drawer
- The Dark
- David’s Father
- 50 Below Zero
- The Fire Station
- From Far Away
- I Have to Go!
- Jonathan Cleaned Up
- Millicent and the Wind
- Moira’s Birthday
- Mortimer
- Mud Puddle

- Murmel, Murmel, Murmel
- The Paper Bag Princess
- The Paper Bag Princess 25th Anniversary Edition
- Pigs
- A Promise is a Promise
- Purple, Green and Yellow
- Show and Tell
- Something Good
- Stephanie’s Ponytail
- Thomas’ Snowsuit
- Wait and See
- Where is Gah-Ning?

THE MUNSCHWORKS GRAND TREASURY
Features 15 stories
978-1-55037-685-2 hardcover $45.00

MUNSCHWORKS
The First Munsch Collection
★ The Year’s Best List, Resource Links
978-1-55037-523-7 hardcover $24.95

MUNSCHWORKS 2
The Second Munsch Treasury
★ Great Books for Children, Canadian Toy Testing Council
978-1-55037-553-4 hardcover $24.95

MUNSCHWORKS 3
The Third Munsch Treasury
★ Our Choice List, Canadian Children’s Book Centre
978-1-55037-633-3 hardcover $24.95

MUNSCHWORKS 4
The Fourth Munsch Treasury
★ The Year’s Best List, Resource Links
978-1-55037-766-8 hardcover $24.95

board books
Board book, ages 2–4, 22–24 pages,
color illustrations, 6” x 6”, $6.95

50 Below Zero
978-1-55451-532-5

The Fire Station
978-1-55451-423-6

I Have to Go!
978-1-55451-253-9

Mortimer
978-1-55451-228-7

Pigs
978-1-55451-628-5

Thomas’ Snowsuit
978-1-55451-363-5

978-1-55451-535-9
978-1-55451-620-2
978-1-55451-621-9
978-1-55451-534-2
978-1-55451-364-2
978-1-55451-629-2
978-1-55451-365-9
978-1-55451-366-6
978-1-55451-367-3
978-1-55451-368-0
978-1-55451-369-7
978-1-55451-370-0
978-1-55451-371-7
978-1-55451-372-4
978-1-55451-373-1
978-1-55451-374-8
978-1-55451-375-5
978-1-55451-376-2
978-1-55451-377-9
978-1-55451-378-6
978-1-55451-379-3
978-1-55451-380-0
978-1-55451-381-7
978-1-55451-382-4
978-1-55451-383-1
978-1-55451-384-8
978-1-55451-385-5
978-1-55451-386-2
978-1-55451-387-9
978-1-55451-388-6
978-1-55451-389-3
978-1-55451-390-0
978-1-55451-391-7
978-1-55451-392-4
978-1-55451-393-1
978-1-55451-394-8
978-1-55451-395-5
978-1-55451-396-2
978-1-55451-397-9
978-1-55451-398-6
978-1-55451-399-3
available in Spanish

12 titles available in the Hablemos Board Book series. Please visit www.annickpress.com for complete listing.
THE BITE OF THE MANGO
by Mariatu Kamara with Susan McClelland
★ White Ravens Collection, International Youth Library, Munich ★ IBBY Outstanding Books for Young People with Disabilities
Fiction, ages 14+, 216 pages, 5½” x 8½”
978-1-55451-158-7 paper $12.95
978-1-55451-159-4 hardcover $24.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A., Canada, UK, ANZ, Dutch, German, French North America, Italian, Korean, Tamil, Portuguese Brazil, Slovenian, World Spanish, Marathi, Japanese, Audio World English
Lesson plan and trailer available

BLUE GOLD
by Elizabeth Stewart
★ Best Bets, Top 10 Young Adult Fiction, Ontario Library Association ★ Best Books for Kids & Teens, starred selection, Canadian Children’s Book Centre ★ Eric Hoffer Award
Fiction, ages 12+, 304 pages, 5” x 7½”
978-1-55451-634-6 paper $12.95
978-1-55451-635-3 hardcover $21.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A., Canada, Korean, World Spanish, World French
Lesson plan and trailer available

CHANDA’S SECRETS
by Allan Stratton
★ Michael L. Printz Honor Book for Excellence in YA Literature ★ Best Book, Children’s Africana Book Awards
Fiction, ages 14+, 200 pages, 5” x 7½”
978-1-55451-834-4 paper $11.95
978-1-55451-835-1 hardcover $19.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A., Canada, French, German, Japanese, Korean, World French ex Quebec, Chinese, Slovenian, UK
Lesson plan and trailer available

CRY OF THE GIRAFFE
Based on a True Story
by Judie Oron
★ Amelia Bloomer Project List, ALA ★ USBBY Outstanding International Books Honor list ★ YALSA Hidden Gems
Fiction, ages 14+, 208 pages, 5” x 7¼”
978-1-55451-271-3 paper $12.95
978-1-55451-272-0 hardcover $21.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A., Canada, Hebrew, English Indian Subcontinent
Book Talk, trailer, and author video available

CHANDA’S SECRETS
by Allan Stratton
★ Michael L. Printz Honor Book for Excellence in YA Literature ★ Best Book, Children’s Africana Book Awards
Fiction, ages 14+, 200 pages, 5” x 7½”
978-1-55451-834-4 paper $11.95
978-1-55451-835-1 hardcover $19.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A., Canada, French, German, Japanese, Korean, World French ex Quebec, Chinese, Slovenian, UK
Lesson plan and trailer available

DIEGO’S CROSSING
by Robert Hough
“Descriptive and impressive … This gripping, slim novel is a perfect choice for reluctant teen readers …”
—Booklist, *starred review
“… unique, high-stakes YA.”
—School Library Journal
Fiction, ages 12+, 152 pages, 5” x 7½”
978-1-55451-756-5 paper $12.95
978-1-55451-757-2 hardcover $21.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A. & Canada
Lesson plan and trailer available

ESCAPE FROM TIBET
A True Story
by Nick Gray with Laura Scandiffio
foreword by His Holiness the Dalai Lama
★ South Asia Book Award ★ Skipping Stones Honor Award
Non-fiction, ages 12+, 164 pages, 5½” x 8½”
978-1-55451-662-9 paper $12.95
978-1-55451-663-6 hardcover $21.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A., Canada, Korean
Author video available

HELD
by Edeet Ravel
★ Popular Paperback for Young Adults, ALA
“… [a] smart, daring romantic drama.”
—Booklist
“… an intriguing psychological thriller …”
—Foreword Review
Fiction, ages 13+, 248 pages, 5½” x 8”
978-1-55451-282-9 paper $12.95
978-1-55451-283-6 hardcover $21.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A., Canada, German, Dutch, Macedonian
Book Talk and trailer available

THE LYNCHING OF LOUIE SAM
by Elizabeth Stewart
★ Notable Books for a Global Society ★ White Ravens Collection, International Youth Library, Munich
Fiction, ages 12+, 288 pages, 5” x 7½”
978-1-55451-438-0 paper $12.95
978-1-55451-439-7 hardcover $21.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A., Canada, World French
Book Talk and trailer available
PRISON BOY
by Sharon E. McKay
★ Best Bets List, Ontario Library Association
"... a strong choice for those seeking something meaty ..."
—School Library Journal
Another gut-wrenching tale from McKay ...
—Kirkus Reviews

Fiction, ages 12+, 232 pages, 5½" x 8"
978-1-55451-730-5 paper $12.95
978-1-55451-731-2 hardcover $21.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A. & Canada
Lesson plan available

THE NIGHT WANDERER
A Graphic Novel
by Drew Hayden Taylor
illustrated by Mike Wyatt
"... a great addition to any junior high or high school ... Highly recommended."
—Library Media Connection

Fiction, ages 12+, 112 pages, 6" x 9"
978-1-55451-572-1 paper $14.95
978-1-55451-573-8 hardcover $24.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A. & Canada

THUNDER OVER KANDAHAR
by Sharon E. McKay
photographed by Rafal Gerszak
★ Amelia Bloomer Project List, ALA
★ USBBY Outstanding International
Books Honor List

Fiction, ages 12+, 264 pages, 5½" x 8½"
978-1-55451-266-9 paper $12.95
978-1-55451-267-6 hardcover $21.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A., Canada, Slovenian, Audio World English, English language, Indian Subcontinent
Book Talk and author video available

WARRIORS
The Graphic Novel
by Sharon E. McKay and D. Lafrance
illustrated by Daniel Lafrance
★ USBBY Outstanding International
Book Honor List ★ Quick Picks for
Reluctant Readers, YALSA

Fiction, ages 9+, 176 pages, 6¾" x 9½"
978-1-55451-488-5 paper $18.95
978-1-55451-489-2 hardcover $27.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A., Canada, UK, Eire, Europe, Korean, Portuguese/Brazil
Book Talk, trailer, author video, and lesson plan available

AFRICANS THOUGHT OF IT
Amazing Innovations
by Bathseba Opini and Richard Lee
★ Skipping Stones Honor Award
"... a wealth of information ..."
—CM Reviews

Non-fiction, ages 9–11, 48 pages, 8½" x 11"
978-1-55451-276-8 paper $11.95
978-1-55451-277-5 hardcover $21.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A. & Canada
Trailer available

BASEBALLOGY
Supercool Facts You Never Knew
by Kevin Sylvester
★ Best Bets List, Ontario Library Association
"...relevant, well-done title...
—School Library Journal
"... a browser's delight ..."—Kirkus Reviews

Non-fiction, ages 9–12, 72 pages, 8½" x 11"
978-1-55451-707-7 paper $14.95
978-1-55451-708-4 hardcover $24.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A. & Canada

BEFORE THE WORLD WAS READY
Stories of Daring Genius in Science
by Claire Eamer
illustrated by Sa Boothroyd
"Informative, accessible and endlessly interesting, this is a book that is sure to find rapt readers."—Sal's Fiction Addiction

Non-fiction, ages 9–12, 128 pages, 6½" x 9"
978-1-55451-585-6 paper $14.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A., Canada, Korean
Trailer available
BONES NEVER LIE
How Forensics Helps Solve History’s Mysteries
by Elizabeth MacLeod
“A fully fleshed and crisply told story of forensics at its romantic best.”
—Kirkus Reviews, *starred review
Non-fiction, ages 9–12, 160 pages, 6½” x 9”
978-1-55451-482-3 paper $14.95
978-1-55451-483-0 hardcover $24.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A. & Canada
Trailer available

DREAMING IN INDIAN
Contemporary Native American Voices
edited by Lisa Charleyboy and Mary Beth Leatherdale
★ School Library Journal Best Books
★ Kirkus Best Books ★ Best Books, American Indians in Children’s Literature
★ USBBY Outstanding International Book Honor List
Non-fiction, ages 12+, 128 pages, 8½” x 11”
978-1-55451-686-5 paper $14.95 CDN / $12.95 US
978-1-55451-687-2 hardcover $19.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A. & Canada
Trailer and author video available

FASTER HIGHER SMARTER
Bright Ideas That Transformed Sports
by Simon Shapiro
A look at the hard science behind many inventions and improvements in sports.
Non-fiction, ages 11+, 132 pages, 7½” x 9¼”
978-1-55451-813-5 paper $14.95 CDN / $12.95 US
978-1-55451-814-2 hardcover $22.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A. & Canada

FATTY LEGS
A True Story
by Christy Jordan-Fenton and Margaret Pokiak-Fenton
illustrated by Liz Amini-Holmes
★ First Nation Communities read Selection
“A moving and believable account.”
—Kirkus Reviews, *starred review
Non-fiction, ages 9–12, 112 pages, 6¼” x 9”
978-1-55451-246-1 paper $12.95
978-1-55451-247-8 hardcover $21.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A., Canada, Korean, French North America
Book Talk, trailer, and lesson plan available

FOLLOW YOUR MONEY
Who Gets It, Who Spends It, Where Does It Go?
by Kevin Sylvester and Michael Hlinka
illustrated by Kevin Sylvester
★ Recommended Reads List, Canadian Toy Testing Council
Non-fiction, ages 9–12, 60 pages, 8½” x 11”
978-1-55451-480-9 paper $14.95
978-1-55451-481-6 hardcover $24.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A., Canada, Korean
Author video, podcasts, and lesson plan available

DNA DETECTIVE
by Tanya Lloyd Kyi
illustrated by Lil Crump
★ Best Bets List, Ontario Library Association
“… highly recommended as an excellent introduction to criminal forensics.”
—Resource Links
“… should be on the shelves of middle school libraries.”
—CM Reviews
Non-fiction, ages 11–14, 120 pages, 6½” x 9”
978-1-55451-773-2 paper $14.95
978-1-55451-774-9 hardcover $24.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A. & Canada

EXTREME BATTLEFIELDS
When War Meets the Forces of Nature
by Tanya Lloyd Kyi
illustrated by Drew Shannon
The world’s strongest armies discover that Nature can be a secret ally or an unbeatable foe.
Non-fiction, ages 10–13, 160 pages, 6½” x 9”
978-1-55451-793-0 paper $16.95 CDN / $14.95 US
978-1-55451-794-7 hardcover $24.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A. & Canada

FOODPRINTS
The Story of What We Eat
by Paula Ayer
★ Green Book Festival Award
★ Best Bets List, Ontario Library Association
“Accurate, absorbing, pertinent, and important: a desirable purchase.”
—Kirkus Reviews
Non-fiction, ages 12+, 208 pages, 6½” x 9”
978-1-55451-718-3 paper $16.95
978-1-55451-719-0 hardcover $26.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A., Canada, Korea
GALLOPING THROUGH HISTORY
Amazing True Horse Stories
by Elizabeth MacLeod
“… lively … detailed and informative …”
—Booklist
“… well-written book offers valuable insight …”
—National Reading Campaign
Non-fiction, ages 9–12, 88 pages, 7½" x 9¼"
978-1-55451-699-5 paper $14.95
978-1-55451-700-8 hardcover $24.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A. & Canada
Lesson plan available

GAME DAY
Meet the People Who Make It Happen
by Kevin Sylvester
“… nifty collection devoted to the unsung heroes behind the game.”
—VOYA
Non-fiction, ages 9–12, 192 pages, 5¼" x 8½"
978-1-55451-250-8 paper $12.95
978-1-55451-251-5 hardcover $21.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A. & Canada
Book Talk, author video, and podcast available

GIVE ME WINGS!
How a Choir of Former Slaves Took on the World
by Kathy Lowinger
“Recommended for all libraries, this excellent title will be especially useful in collaboration with school curricula.”
—School Library Journal, *starred review
Non-fiction, ages 11–14, 148 pages, 6¾" x 9½"
978-1-55451-747-3 hardcover $21.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A. & Canada
Author video available

IT’S A FEUDAL, FEUDAL WORLD
A Different Medieval History
by Stephen Shapiro
illustrated by Ross Kinnaird
“… a creative and useful book that will be an added treasure to any school library or classroom.”
—CM Reviews
Non-fiction, ages 9–12, 48 pages, 8½” x 11”
978-1-55451-553-0 hardcover $24.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A. & Canada

MADE YOU LOOK
How Advertising Works and Why You Should Know
by Shari Graydon
illustrated by Michelle Lamoreaux
“An informative, entertaining and empowering read with colourful and appealing graphics.”
—Green Teacher
Non-fiction, ages 11+, 160 pages, 7” x 9”
978-1-55451-560-8 paper $16.95
978-1-55451-561-5 hardcover $26.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A., Canada, Korean
Author video available

MY GIRLFRIEND’S PREGNANT!
A Teen’s Guide to Becoming a Dad
by Chloe Shantz-Hilkes
★ Best Bets List, Ontario Library Association
“… unbiased and well-rounded … A valuable book …”
—Booklist,*starred review
“… an extraordinary book …”
—CM Reviews
Non-fiction, ages 14+, 128 pages, 6” x 8½”
978-1-55451-740-4 paper $14.95
978-1-55451-743-5 hardcover $19.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A. & Canada

NATIVE AMERICANS
A Visual Exploration
by S.N. Paleja
★ White Ravens Collection, International Youth Library, Munich
“… may ultimately be the best thing out on the market today.”
—School Library Journal
Non-fiction, ages 9–12, 48 pages, 8½” x 11”
978-1-55451-484-7 paper $12.95
978-1-55451-485-4 hardcover $19.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A. & Canada

POTATOES ON ROOFTOPS
Farming in the City
by Hadley Dyer
“… small but mighty. A lot of relevant topics are hit on in a simple but powerful way. Not to be missed or dismissed.”
—School Library Journal, *starred review
Non-fiction, ages 9–12, 84 pages, 8½” x 9½”
978-1-55451-424-3 paper $14.95
978-1-55451-425-0 hardcover $24.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A., Canada, Korean
POWER UP!
A Visual Exploration of Energy
by Shaker N. Paleja
illustrated by Glenda Tse
★ Green Book Festival Award
★ Best Bets List, Ontario Library Association
“… an informative and important resource with excellent classroom potential.”
—Quill & Quire
Non-fiction, ages 9–12, 56 pages, 8½” x 11”
978-1-55451-726-8 paper $12.95
978-1-55451-727-5 hardcover $24.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A., Canada, Korea

SECRETS UNDERGROUND
North America’s Buried Past
by Elizabeth MacLeod
“MacLeod has produced yet another immensely readable, engaging piece of middle-grade nonfiction with wide appeal.”
—Resource Links
Non-fiction, ages 10+, 96 pages, 7¼” x 9¼”
978-1-55451-630-8 paper $14.95
978-1-55451-631-5 hardcover $24.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A. & Canada

TO THIS DAY
For the Bullied and Beautiful
by Shane Koyczan
illustrated by various artists
★ Outstanding Book of the Year, Independent Publishers Book Awards
★ National Parents Publications Award
Poetry, ages 11+, 72 pages, 9¼” x 6½”
978-1-55451-639-1 paper $14.95
978-1-55451-640-4 hardcover $19.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A., Canada, ANZ, UK, Eire, Korean, German,
Trailer and lesson plan available

ROYAL MURDER
The Deadly Intrigue of Ten Sovereigns
by Elizabeth MacLeod
★ VOYA’s Nonfiction Honor List
“… a stunning blend of historical fact and storytelling … will leave readers thirsting for more.”
—Professionally Speaking
Non-fiction, ages 10–12, 128 pages, 7¼” x 9¼”
978-1-55451-127-3 paper $14.95
978-1-55451-128-0 hardcover $24.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A. & Canada
Book Talk, trailer, and lesson plan available

SUPERBRAIN
The Insider’s Guide to Getting Smart
by Toronto Public Library
illustrated by Dave Whamond
“… straightforward, up-to-date, and detailed … a valuable book for students and a worthwhile purchase for both school and public libraries.”
—Booklist
Non-fiction, ages 8–12, 72 pages, 6” x 8½”
978-1-55451-734-3 paper $9.95
978-1-55451-735-0 hardcover $19.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A. & Canada

URBAN TRIBES
Native Americans in the City
by Lisa Charleyboy and Mary Beth Leatherdale
“A refreshingly authentic, edgy, and captivating work …”
—School Library Journal, *starred review
Non-fiction, ages 12+, 112 pages, 6¼” x 9½”
978-1-55451-750-3 paper $14.95
978-1-55451-751-0 hardcover $21.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A. & Canada

WATER WOW!
An Infographic Exploration
by Antonia Banyard and Paula Ayer
illustrated by Belle Wuthrich
A colorful infographic look at the many surprising and fascinating facts about water.
Non-fiction, ages 9–12, 64 pages, 8½” x 11”
978-1-55451-821-0 paper $14.95 CDN / $12.95 US
978-1-55451-822-7 hardcover $22.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A., Canada, Korea

VANISHED
True Tales of Mysterious Disappearances
by Elizabeth MacLeod
Six compelling stories behind some of the world’s most bewildering disappearances.
Non-fiction, ages 9–12, 192 pages, 7¼” x 9¼”
978-1-55451-817-3 paper $16.95 CDN / $14.95 US
978-1-55451-818-0 hardcover $24.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A. & Canada
Lesson plan available
THE BIGGEST POUTINE IN THE WORLD
by Andrée Poulin
Thomas’s mother disappeared the day after his fifth birthday. If he gets into the Guinness World Records book for making the biggest poutine in the world, maybe she’ll notice and come back? A humorous, poignant story.
Fiction, ages 9–12, 160 pages, 5½” x 8”
978-1-55451-825-8 paper $11.95 CDN / $9.95 US
978-1-55451-826-5 hardcover $18.95
Rights available: World English excluding U.S.A. & Canada

ELEPHANT MAN
by Mariangela Di Fiore
illustrated by Hilde Hodnefjeld
★ EUREKA! Nonfiction Children’s Book Awards, California Reading Association
“A solid addition to biography collections.” —School Library Journal
“… a moving, empathic account.” —Publishers Weekly
Picture book, ages 8–11, 52 pages, 9½” x 9½”
978-1-55451-787-7 hardcover $19.95
Rights available: World English excluding U.S.A. & Canada

CHICKEN, PIG, COW
written and illustrated by Ruth Ohi
Picture book, ages 2–5, 32 pages, 9” x 9”
978-1-55451-156-3 paper $6.95
978-1-55451-157-0 hardcover $19.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A., Canada, Simplified Chinese

JOSEPH’S BIG RIDE
by Terry Farish
illustrated by Ken Daley
A refugee boy’s determination to ride a bicycle leads to an unexpected friendship.
Picture book, ages 4–7, 36 pages, 9” x 9”
978-1-55451-805-0 paper $8.95
978-1-55451-806-7 hardcover $19.95 CDN / $17.95 US
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A., Canada, Korea

KENTA AND THE BIG WAVE
written and illustrated by Ruth Ohi
★ Best Book List, Kirkus Reviews
“An eminently child-friendly treatment of the devastation that follows disaster.” —Kirkus Reviews, *starred review
Picture book, ages 4–7, 32 pages, 7½” x 9¾”
978-1-55451-576-9 paper $9.95
978-1-55451-577-6 hardcover $19.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A. & Canada

CRAZY ABOUT HOCKEY!
by Loris Lesynski
illustrated by Gerry Rasmussen
“Fun, accessible verses, and terrific accompanying art will make this an often borrowed and read book for young fans.” —Sal’s Fiction Addiction
Poetry, ages 8–10, 48 pages, 7½” x 9½”
978-1-55451-711-4 paper $6.95
978-1-55451-712-1 hardcover $22.95

BOY SOUP
by Loris Lesynski
illustrated by Michael Martchenko
★ Storytelling World Award, Honor Title
“Loris Lesynski has a gift with rhythm and rhyme. Highly recommended.” —CM Reviews
Picture book, ages 4–7, 32 pages, 8½” x 9¾”
978-1-55451-802-9 jacketed hardcover $21.95 CDN / $18.95 US

HARRY AND WALTER
by Kathy Stinson
illustrated by Qin Leng
Harry may be four and three-quarters and Walter may be ninety-two and a half, but that doesn’t stop them from being best friends.
Picture book, ages 4–7, 32 pages, 9” x 9”
978-1-55451-806-7 hardcover $19.95 CDN / $17.95 US
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A. & Canada
Author video available
THE MAN WITH THE VIOLIN
by Kathy Stinson
illustrated by Dušan Petričić
★ TD Children’s Literature Award ★ White Ravens Collection, International Youth Library, Munich ★ Best Books, Kirkus Reviews
Picture book, ages 5–8, 36 pages, 10” x 8”
978-1-55451-564-6 paper $9.95
978-1-55451-565-3 hardcover $19.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A., Canada, Korean, Serbian, World French, Portuguese (Brazil), Complex Chinese, Simplified Chinese, Slovenian
Author video available

THE NUTMEG PRINCESS
by Richardo Keens-Douglas
illustrated by A. Gravel Galouchko
★ 100 Best Canadian Kids’ Books, Today’s Parent Magazine
Picture book, ages 6–9, 32 pages, 8¼” x 10½”
978-1-55451-576-9 paper $9.95
978-1-55451-600-1 hardcover $21.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A., Canada, Korean

THE NIGHT CHILDREN
by Sarah Tsiang
illustrated by Delphine Bodet
“… the text and illustrations are original and superbly done.” —Resource Links
Picture book, ages 4–7, 32 pages, 9¼” x 9¼”
978-1-55451-723-7 hardcover $19.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A. & Canada

RED IS BEST
by Kathy Stinson
illustrated by Robin Baird Lewis
★ 100 Best Canadian Kids’ Books, Today’s Parent Magazine
“Delightful.” —School Library Journal
Picture book, ages 2–5, 32 pages, 8” x 8”
978-1-55451-051-1 paper $6.95
978-1-55451-052-8 hardcover $19.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A., Canada, World Spanish, World French, Japanese, Simplified Chinese,

SNAP!
by Hazel Hutchins
illustrated by Dušan Petričić
★ Best Bets List, Ontario Library Association
“A beautifully humorous ode to both pragmatism and imagination.” —Kirkus Reviews, *starred review
Picture book, ages 4–7, 32 pages, 10” x 9½”
978-1-55451-770-1 hardcover $19.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A., Canada, French NA, Korea

WHEN I WAS EIGHT
by Christy Jordan and Margaret Pokiak-Fenton
illustrated by Gabrielle Grimard
“Utterly compelling.” —Kirkus Reviews, *starred review
“Look for it. Order it. Share it.” —American Indians in Children’s Literature
Picture book, ages 6–9, 32 pages, 9” x 9”
978-1-55451-490-8 paper $9.95
978-1-55451-491-5 hardcover $21.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A., Canada, Korean

TOILET TALES REVISED EDITION
written and illustrated by Andrea Wayne von Königslöw
“… always-colorful, always amusing …” —Globe and Mail
“… a text that will not go out of vogue …” —Toronto Star
Picture book, ages 2–4, 32 pages, 8½” x 9¾”
978-1-55451-131-0 paper $7.95
978-1-55451-132-7 hardcover $19.95
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A., Canada, Italian, World Spanish, German, Korean, Simplified Chinese,

ANIMACHINES BOARD BOOK
by Debora Pearson
illustrated by Nora Hilb
In this energetic board book, animals and big machines are combined to show how their actions mirror each other.
Board book, ages 1–3, 16 pages, 6” x 6”
978-1-55451-831-9 board $7.99
Rights available: World excluding U.S.A. & Canada
Annikins are miniature books made especially for children—small enough to fit into tiny hands and pockets. Some are stories original to this edition, and some are adapted from large-format Annick titles by a wide variety of authors and illustrators. Each book measures 3½” x 3½”, and contains full color pages. $1.99 each  27 titles available. Please visit www.annickpress.com for a complete listing.

written and illustrated by Roslyn Schwartz

Picture book, ages 2–4, color illustrations, 32 pages, 6” x 6”, $5.95 pb, $14.95 hc
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